SOCIALIST RIFLE ASSOCIATION

FIRESARMS TRAINING. DISASTER RELIEF. MUTUAL AID.
POINTS OF UNITY

We are working class and poor people dedicated to educating our class in the safe use of firearms for personal and community self-defense as well as encouraging and enabling education of all manner of skills related to community defense such as disaster relief, medicine, and agriculture.

We are a multi-tendency association of Social Democrats, Communists, and Anarchists united by class, for our class. We respect one another’s political stances and differences, especially when we disagree.

We are dedicated to Liberation and Freedom of ALL people and therefore oppose all forms of oppression and exploitation.

We are party to our local communities and act as such. We volunteer in various ways to further the connections between leftist political radicals and the unorganized communities in which we live. We help feed, house and protect other working class and marginalized folks.

We stand against the disarmament of the working class.

We are dedicated to arming the working class, both physically and mentally.

JOIN TODAY!
SocialistRA.org